
Likewise, Your Children Are Unique!

Revolution of Change in a Generation of Crisis

Do we have any chance of stemming the tide of today’s 
youth culture?

the outline

“‘For I know the plans I have for you,’ declares the Lord, ‘plans to prosper you and 

not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.’” Jeremiah 29:11

Every thirty minutes in the United States:

-	29 kids will attempt suicide.


-	57 adolescents will run away.


-	22 teenage girls will get an abortion.


-	685 teenagers will use some form of narcotics.


-	188 young people will experience a serious drinking problem.
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The Private life of the American Teenager Quiz

True or False:

Much of the marijuana smoked today is 5% to 20% 

stronger than the marijuana President Clinton didn’t 

inhale from the late 1960s.

In the United States, one out of three young women and 

one out of five to six young men will be sexually abused 

before age 19.

Over 50% of Christian young people will try an illicit drug 

before age 18.  

Between 1/2 million and 2 million teenagers attempt 


suicide every year. Suicide is the third-largest killer of 

teenagers.


There were 3 million new cases of sexually transmitted 

diseases reported among teenagers last year.

1 out of 5 kids in middle school and high school have been 

“sexted” or have sexted someone else. 
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- We were 4, 6, 11, 14, 16 but we were never their age! 



Crisis #1: Sexual Revolution 
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- How bad is it?

- Cohabitation is on the rise

- Pornography use is on the rise 

• Greater chance of divorce


•	Greater chance of adultery 


•	Less sexual satisfaction 


- Most new users are boys 12 to 17, and girls are right behind them

- Average age of first exposure is 10 for boys and 12 for girls

- Escalation of Pornography: 

•	Viewing


• Addiction


•	Escalation 


•	Desensitization


•	Acting it out


Three Areas of Cultural Crises in the Lives of Today’s Young People...



The answer deals with healthy dialog and education that 
is age appropriate

Here are a few things that are important to discuss, 
especially as they become pre-teens: 
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-	Ages 3 to 5: God made your body 


-	Ages 6 to 9: Lots of questions… Answer their questions


-	Ages 10 to14: Key stage with lots of changes 


-	Ages 14+: Talk about EVERYTHING


Topics: 

- Definition of puberty


- Changes in hair, voice, muscles, skin, and body odor


- Body size and shape


- Menstrual periods


- Sexual organs


- Emotions


- Sexual attraction


- Masturbation


- Pornography


- Sexual harassment and teasing


- God’s design for sex (following the plan of God, who designed sexuality and 

   proper sexual expression: I Corinthians 6:16–20)


- Sexual intercourse and virginity


- Pregnancy


- Dangers of sex (physical and emotional)


- Why wait? (abstinence, sexual integrity, purity)




REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

Personal & Group Reflection

1.	Raising kids in today’s culture with popular values that are different than yours can 

be difficult. How would you say you do facing the differing values? 

2.	Did anything surprise you as a result of taking the Private Life of the American 

Teenager quiz? 

3.	We are going through a sexual revolution in our society. What fears do you have 

for your children? 

4.	Pornography use is on the rise. Do you feel that you are adequately prepared to 

talk with your kids about this issue? Why or why not? 

5.	Jim discussed “age-appropriate sex education.” Would you say your children 

have a healthy understanding of sex education for their age level? 
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Crisis #2: Drug and Alcohol use and abuse 

the outline
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- How bad is it?

-	Drug use among young people is definitely down. It reached its highest level 

in 2004… And has generally been trending downward. 

-	Cigarette smoking and nicotine use was at an all-time low and then vaping 

became popular. Currently, over 27% of high school seniors report that they 

have vaped in the past year. 

-	Marijuana use is a mixed bag. A majority of kids do not view marijuana use as 

dangerous even when the facts are scientifically proven that marijuana use 

impairs short-term memory, distorts perception, and impairs judgment. It causes 

intoxication similar to alcohol use. 

-	In states where marijuana is legal for adults, there is a much greater instance of 

underage users and abusers. 



Drug Proof Your Kids
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1.	Education

Here are some questions to ask yourself: 

2.	Self-Examination

3.	Prevention 

-	Is my medicine cabinet full of mood-altering chemicals? 

- Do you medicate yourself with alcohol or drugs whenever you feel 

distress or pain? 

-	Do you have a routine need for an after-dinner drink or after-dinner 

smoke? 

-	Do you hang on to prescription drugs “just in case,” rather than throwing 

them out? (Pharming) 



REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

Personal & Group Reflection

1.	Did you receive any wise and healthy education about drugs and alcohol when you 

were growing up? How did it affect your lifestyle choices?

2.	Jim talked about a “mixed bag” of good and bad results concerning drug and 

alcohol use today. What scares you about today’s culture when it comes to drug and 

alcohol use among kids? 

3.	Jim was quite clear about self-examination. Do you agree or disagree with him? 

4.	Prevention is key to a healthy view of drugs and alcohol use. Do you feel prepared 

to have discussions with your children and create a positive go-forward plan? 

5.	What is one topic you wish could have been discussed in more depth in this 

short session? 
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Crisis #3: Low Self Image or Improper Self Image 

the outline
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Every kid is facing four critical areas in their lives: 

The foundation is being laid in the early years and then solidified often in the 

teen years…

1.	Developing a sense of identity 

2.	Establishing healthy relationships 

3.	Making life decisions 

4.	Developing a relationship with God 



The Negative Self-image Cycle

The Inferiority Cycle
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

Personal & Group Reflection

1.	How do you view a proper or healthy self-image as a form of fighting against 

negative cultural temptations? 

2.	How would you rate yourself in helping your kids with the four critical areas of a 

positive self-image? (Developing a sense of identity, establishing healthy 

relationships, making life decisions, developing a relationship with God)

3.	Identify which area needs the most work for your children.

4.	The negative self-image cycle must be broken for anyone to have a healthy 

self-image. Is there any section that stood out in your mind that needs extra 

attention with your children? 

5.	If you applied the inferiority cycle to your own life, how do you think it 

affected your moral and value choices growing up? 
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Building Blocks for a Solid Family – The Power of a 
Healthy Family

We Can Make A Difference! Here’s how…

the outline
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Is There Hope? – Yes!  

- Healthy Families Model Integrity (Authenticity) 

- The Power of Being There 

- Affection 



- Warmth 



- Encouragement 


- Express Affection, Warmth and Encouragement

“The person of integrity walks securely...” Proverbs 10:9a

Children regard your very presence as a sign of caring and connectedness.
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- Communication of Love is Key 

- Play is a Necessary Ingredient for a Close-Knit Family 

- Energize Your Family’s Spiritual Life

- Loyalty to God 

-	Passing on Faith and Love 

-	How You Do It: Faith Conversations 

1. Words of Affirmation 


2. Quality Time 


3. Receiving Gifts 


4. Acts of Service


5. Physical Touch


- Love Languages for your kids from Gary Chapman

Positive communication is the language of love for our children.

There is nothing like play to bring about family togetherness and 

communication.

“Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one. Love the Lord your God with all 

your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength. These commandments 

that I give to you today are to be upon your hearts. Impress them on your children. 

Talk about them when you sit at home and when you lie down and when you get up. 

Tie them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads. Write them on 

the doorframes of your houses and on your gates.”    Deuteronomy 6:4-9


Our greatest calling in life is to leave a spiritual legacy 
for your children .



REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

Personal & Group Reflection

1.	Jim mentioned six building blocks for a solid family. No parent is perfect. Of the 

six building blocks, which one do you do well and which one needs improvement? 

2.	Expressing Affection, Warmth and Encouragement (AWE) is key to setting a 

healthy tone or environment in your home. What could you do to bring more AWE 

to the family relationships? 

3.	 Do you know the “love languages” of each of your family members? Name them 

and try to shower them with that love language on a regular basis. If you don’t know 

their love language you can take the quiz at 5lovelanguages.com.  

4.	How is the play and fun factor in your home? What can you do to make it 

even better? 

5.	For many families, “spiritual nurture” is the least developed area of growth. 

What can you do to help lead your children toward a more fully developed 

spiritual life? 
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